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Would like to know more about Livanta?
Feel free to contact us to discuss the

possibilities.
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Animals safe and sound from A to B
Certified driver and transport vehicle
Vehicle disinfection
Required permits
Fewer empty vehicles on the road
Quality and safety

why collaborate with Livanta?

The equipment: modern and safe

Livanta only works with certified drivers and modern-
equipped trucks. These comply with the latest
European laws and regulations and are fitted with
automatic drinking systems, GPS-tracking systems,
mechanical ventilation, temperature registration, and
monitoring, and type 2 approved for long-distance
transportation.

Livanta is also your partner for the transportation of
zoo animals or other non-regular transport. For this
specific transportation, we look for the best available
transport option and adjust the transport exactly to the
size and needs of the animal.

As a subscriber, you have continuous access
to all new loads and empty trucks!

If you always want to be informed about new
loads or transports, then a subscription is ideal!
At Livanta you choose the most suitable
solution yourself.

With a subscription as a freight provider or
transporter you have access to our platform
24/7, and you can register your animals or
empty truck directly yourself: Fast and easy!

All transport of living animals
perfectly organized

Whether it involves one animal or a whole
herd: the Livanta online platform brings
supply and demand together. This ensures
smart planning, lower costs and lower CO₂
emissions. 

Livanta stands for Living Animals Transport Assistance:
and this is exactly what we do! Our origin can be found
in the addition 'by Kanters'. 
We organize everything around the transport of living
animals. Moreover, we attempt to arrange a matching
freight out or back, to reduce the number of empty
loads. Professional, efficient, and for a competitive
price.

In addition to the mediation on our platform, we also
take care of the necessary paperwork. These include
the preparation of Traces, inspection requests, travel
journals, and e-Cert export certificates. 
We know the country-specific rules exactly and have
the expertise to act quickly and safely.


